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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is generally agreed that production is the by-word of
American economic and business life. That America has lived
up to her reputation to produce abundantly is attested by her
very recent performance during World War II when she served
as the arsenal to the entire allied world. Despite this
reputation, the production system is frequently called to
task because of its inability to keep production on an even
keel, these periodic fluctuations—crisis, recessions, depres¬
sions and recoveries—in the economy are generally referred to
as "Business Cycles,” The causes of the cycles vary almost
with the economists. The causes run the gamut from "Spots on
the Sun” to "The Amount of Credit Outstanding,” Recently,
some have blamed only a segment of our credit system of
exchange—Installment credlt--for the instability of our
economy*
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to point out and to isolate
the Influence of installment buying upon the business cycle.
It is not to be contended that installment buying is the
cause of business cycles or that installment buying is the
only type of credit v/hich may influence the vicissitudes of
business. The study Is primarily concerned with the influence
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of installment credit upon the business cycle, whether favorable
op unfavorable.
In an effort to give a clearer focus of this study.
Chapters II and III will deal v,rith Installment buying and the
origin, growth, extent, nature, and method of installment buy¬
ing credit will be discussed in these chapters. Chapter IV
will be concerned with the business cycle, the origin of the
use of the word, business cycle theory, current opinions and
working definition. Chapter V will point up and summarize the
influence of installment credit upon the business cycle.
Limitation
According to W. H. Steiner and Ell Shapiro, "Credit is
employed in a niamber of fields and may be classified according
to its uses, therefore, we have investment credit, commercial
credit, and consumption credit,"^ Both commercial credit and
investment credit are productive in that they are employed
directly in economic undertaking in order to increase output,
and in this respect they differ markedly from consumption
credit. Since it is in the consumer field that installment
buying has had much of its tremendous growth and all economic
activity is conducted primarily for the ultimate consumer,
this study will be limited to installment buying from the
H. Steiner and Eli Shapiro, Money, Banking and Credit
(New York, 1941), p. 258,
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point of vlev/ of the consumer. Hov/ever, other forms of credit
will be frequently mentioned; their only significance will be
one of relation or comparison.
Since "durability is the first characteristic that is
shared in common by most of the goods sold on the installment,"^
the commodities concerned in this study are consumer durables,
with the criteria being the automobile.
Significance Of The Study
There is no topic in modern economic life which has
given rise to a wider variety of opinion than that of Install-
p
ment buying,'^ The expression of opinions on installment
buying have gone tlirough the whole gamut from enthusiastic
approval to unmeasured condemnation. To some, installment
buying has brought about a revolution, and to it is ascribed
the phenomenal prosperity which y/e have enjoyed since its
beginning. To others, installment buying is a danger of the
first magnitude calculated to undermine not only business
prosperity, but the morale of the American people.
Such statements and judgments are for the most part
summarily stated as mere expressions of opinion which have
been expressed in great length in phamphlets and addresses,
^Edwin R, A. Seligraan, The Econom-ics of Installment
Selling (New York, 1927), p. 198.
^Ibid., p. 123.
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and for the most part do not rest upon conclusions reached
by broad Investigations of the facts. It may be that such
expressions have been the xjnconscious reaction of the inter¬
est, fear, the desire or prejudices of the individuals
concerned. To the merchant whose business seems actually
to suffer from the introduction of the method of installment
selling and buying, it appears to be a dangerous innovation.
For the individual who is engaged in Installment buying and
selling, it is not surprising that he should identify his own
prosperity with the common weal. The banker who is offered
a multiplication of formal paper without adequate means of
forming a definite opinion as to its safety and liquidity is
justified in feeling doubtful and suspicious. Everyone, in
short, is apt to regard this phenomena from his ovm stand¬
point. It is so much easier to take a subjective rather
than an objective point of view.
Not only is there a difference of opinion among the
individuals favorably or unfavorably affected by install¬
ment credit, but there is also a similar discrepancy of
opinion among the various classes of consumers. The
judgment of the individual consumers who are the usual
beneficiaries of our charitable organizations is very
different from the conclusion reached by the consumers
that belong to a higher income group. The views of the
representative of trade unions do not coincide with those
that are enunciated by the professional class or by the
small capitalists,^
It is because of these widely held diverging and
%llbur C. Pl-uramer, ’’Social and Economic Consequences of
Buying on the Installment Plan," The Annal of the American
Journal of Political and Social Science, Supp. 196, 1927,p, 2,
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conflicting opinions regarding installment credit that it is
considered important at this time to analyze these opinions,
and transplant them with facta in an effort to determine just
what, if any, influence installment credit has upon our
aggregate economy.
Methodology
The materials for this study were obtained from books
written by authors highly recognized in the field of business,
particularly in the field of credit, articles from periodicals,
publications of private research foundations and government
research publications. No primary investigations have been
made. The method of study is essentially deductive.
The first step was to find out what had been done in the
field and to collect a bibliography of writings pertaining to
the study. The articles and books that gave the most funda¬
mental Interpretations of the installment plan of selling v/ere
read first. Then, materials giving sound economic interpre¬
tation of the business cycle were read. From these sources
notes were taken that would be of use to the writer. From
the books and articles read the final interpretive outline of
the study was made. After this the factual or statistical
data v/as gathered including dates of o\ir past periods of
"depression” and boom. The amount of installment credit out¬
standing at these fixed periods was obtained and properly
classified. The task of assembling this study chapter by
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chapter was then begun.
CHAPTER II
THE ORIGIN, GROWTH AND PRESENT EXTENT OP
INSTALLRiENT BUYING
What Is Meant By Installment Buying
What is commonly knovm as installment buying has gone
under a great variety of names. It is often called the System
or Method or Plan of "Credit Merchandising of Deferred Pay¬
ments," of "Installment Buying," of "Part Payments,” of "Hire
Purchase," of "Pay-Out-of-Income," of "Contract Selling," of
"Easy Payments," of "Credit Buying," of "Partial Payments,”
and the "Ten-Payment Plan.”
Miile many of the terms mentioned above are suggestive,
when analyzed, they come up lacking. "Credit Merchandising"
is so general that it can be applied to any form of selling
merchandise on credit. "Deferred Payments" says nothing
a.bout the manner in which, or conditions under which payments
are deferred. "Time Sales" comprise the ordinary selling of
merchandise under any method except cash. "Part Payment" or
"Partial Parent," while opposed to cash payment, covers a
multitude of other plans. "Hire-Purchase" is peculiar to
England as a result of the kind of contract employed there,
but does not sufficiently explain the method. "Contract
Selling" does not tell us anything about the contract under
which the sale is made. "Credit Buying" is too generic.
"Pay-Out-of-Income" represents a desire rather than a fact,
for a cash payment may be paid out of income provided that the
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income is large enough. The '’Ten-Payment Plan” refers to a
particular method in a special line. Of all the names
suggested, installment buying or installment selling, as will
appear from the definition given below, seems to be the best.
For the present purpose, an installment sale or purchase
is one in which the price of the goods is to be paid in fixed
portions at stated intervals. Aside from a cash or down pay¬
ment which is usually made at the time of sale the transaction
is simply a credit or deferred payment transaction in contrast
to a cash payment and does not differ in its nature from any
other credit transaction.^ As already mentioned, installment
credit provides for the payment of the debt in regular and
fixed installments, and in this respect it is a type of funded
debt in contrast to a demand obligation, which is payable at
the request of the creditor or the old fashioned book credit
or charge account or open account, which is payable in whole
or in parts at the convenience of the debtor. It also stands
in contrast to the kind of debt which runs for a stated period
and which is to be paid in a liomp sum at the end of the period.
In buying on the installment plan, the goods are delivered to
the buyer but the title to them generally remains in the seller
and does not pass to the buyer until all the installments are
paid. In some cases, however, the title passes immediately
^Ibid., p. 1
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to the buyer, and he gives a mortgage on the goods as
security for the balance due. Default In payment in almost
all cases gives the seller the right to the possession of the
goods; it also quite frequently forfeits all previously paid
installments. It is difficult to generalize on the legal
aspects of installment selling, as there is a complex body of
statutes governing this form of sale in each of the forty-
eight states.
Origin of Installment Buying
Although it is difficult to fix a precise date as to the
origin of installment buying, it is fairly clear that install¬
ment buying is an old practice. Numerous writers have cited
historical Instances to show how old the practice really is.
It is pointed out by Wilbur C. Pltmmer^ that Grassus, the
contemporary of Julius Caesar, made a large part of his enor¬
mous fortune by building houses outside the walls of Rome and
selling them on the installment ^lan, similar to the install¬
ment plan of today. The Countess of Blessington at one time
found herself in the disconcerting circumstances of greatly
desiring a suit of furniture which she was xmable to purchase
because she lacked the necessary funds. Her desire for this
suit of furniture was too great, however, to be thwarted by
^Ibid., p. 4
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insufficient funds. She contrived a plan of partial payment
and persuaded the cabinetmaker to accept in lieu of cash, a
down-deposit representing a fraction of the cash price, a
lien on the furniture, and a promise of further payment to be
made at regular intervals until her debt should be entirely
liquidated. The practice of the present, in principle, is
not greatly different from what is said to have been in this
particular case of one hTindred years ago.
It seems, so far as can be ascertained, that installment
selling of commodities was introduced into this country in the
year 1807, by the new fotinder of the house of Cowpertwalt and
Sons. It is said, although it is not possible to verify the
assertion, that the suggestion v/as given by a lady who returned
from Paris where the system had long been in vogue in the
establishment of DuPayel, a firm dealing in a variety of mer¬
chandise, household goods, dry goods, and notions. It was
applied to furniture at first but soon spread to other business
carried on in New York by Cowpertwaits as well as by similar
concerns, like Ludwig Baomann and Company, and Jordon Moriarty
and Company. Gradually, it was applied in other cities as
well.
Other fields of industry and institutions which figured
prominently in the pioneering stage of installment buying in
this coimtry were the Building and Loan Associations, which
provided for the buying of houses on this plan, have been in
existence for more than seventy-five years. The Singer Sewing
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Machine Company has been doing a very profitable business in
this manner of selling for the same length of time. McCormick
Reapers and Binders have sold on the installment plan almost
from the beginning of their use. Equipment p-urchase of rail¬
roads have been made on the partial payment plan for many
years.
In 1893, the Encyclopaedia Britannica Company launched
a company in England which was remarkably successful for
selling the work for one guinea (twenty-one cents) cash
and thirteen monthly payments of one guinea each until
the debt was liquidated."^
Grov/th and Extent Of Installment Buying
Even though installment buying and selling, similar to
that v/hich now exists, has been a common practice for the
past sixty-five years, there has been little growth in the
system until recently. However, installment selling has
undergone an enormous expansion in both volume of sales and
n\miber of industries affected. About 1915, installment sell¬
ing was introduced to the automobile industry v;here it experi¬
enced great volume within a few years time. In the Industrial
depression of the latter part of 1920 and the year 1921, the
system spread to other lines of business and grew rapidly to
the large proportion of the present time. Exclusive of
houses, life insurance, and stocks and bonds, all of which
^Ibid., p. 2.
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are sold on the installment plan, it is estimated that
approximately six billion dollars worth of goods are sold at
retail on the Installment plan. Thus approximately thirteen
per cent of all goods bought at retail are purchased on the
Installment plan,^
So elementary a matter as stating accurately the amount
of buying done on Installment in this country is in practice
quite difficult. At least two statistical series reports show
the volume of installment sales at retail, but they differ
significantly.
During the twelve years from 1935-1946, inclusive, retail
sales on Installments in this country aggregated #47.6 billion.
This represented 7.2 per cent of total retail sales during the
period (658,1 billion). It is to be compared with sales on
Open-Book or Charge Account Credit, aggregating 136.5 billion
and representing 20,7 per cent of the total.
Table 1 Indicates that if the war and post war years
1942-1946, inclusive, are taken out of the figures in order to
eliminate the effects of wartime restrictions upon the pro¬
duction of durables, sale on installments during that period
covered an aggregated $34#1 billion. This represents 11.5
per cent of total retail sales (296.0 billion) and compares
with $66,2 billion of sales (22.3 per cent of total) on Open-
Book Credit.




RETAIL SALES BY TYPE OP TRANSACTION 1935-1946








Cash Credit ment Total
1935 22.3 6.9 3.6 32*8 68 21 11 100
1936 25.6 8.3 4.5 38.4 67 21 12 100
1937 27.9 9.3 4.9 42.1 66 22 12 100
1938 26.5 8.7 3.6 38.8 68 23 9 100
1939 27.2 9.9 4.9 42.0 65 23 12 100
1940 29.9 10.7 5.8 46.4 64 23 13 100
1941 36.3 12.4 6.8 55.5 65 22 13 100
1942 42.5 12.3 2.8 57.6 74 21 5 100
1943 48.9 12.4 2.4 63.7 77 19 4 100
1944 54.4 12.8 2.3 69,5 78 19 3 100
1945 60.3 14.0 2.3 76.6 78 19 3 100
1946 74.2 18.8 3.7 96.7 77 19 4 100
Source: The amounts for 1935-1938, to the nearest one-tenth of
a billion dollars , are from Retail Credit Survey: 1939, United
States Department of Commerce, Domestic Commerce Series No,
112, 1941. The amounts and per-cent-of-total figures for 1939-
1946 are from Retail Credit Survey: 1946,
As would be expected in a recovery period, retail sale
of all types increased sharply from 1935 to 1941, except for
a brief set back in 1938, Thereafter, total retail sales con¬
tinued to increase, where charge-account sales barely held
their own and installment sales fell off sharply. Thus, the
big wartime expansion was in cash sales. As the war came to
a close in 1945, Open Credit Sale had begun to grow again, but
due to government regulations and the scarcity of durables
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installment sales lagged, and began to show sign of life in
1946. Other sources indicate that it began to catch up in
1942.
The section of Table 1 headed “Per cent of Sales” reveals
these trends and differentials even more clearly. Except for
1938, when the installment business fell much more drastically
than other retail trade, installment sales held between 11 and
thirteen per cent of the total amtll 1941. Thereafter, they
dropped precipitously to three per cent in 1944. Open Book
Credit Sales fell slightly, and cash sales increased sharply
as percentages of the total.
For periods earlier than 1955, the available data are
extremely scanty.
According to W. C. Plummer in his study on the Social
and Economic Consequences of the Installment Plan, it is
stated that the estimated amount of installment debt out¬
standing at a given time is $2,750,000,000. This is a more
significant figure than the six billion dollars which is the
total of the installment sales over a period of one year's
time. When considered as an absolute quality, the install¬
ment, the installment debt outstanding at a given time is a
large amount, but when considered in relation to the total
debt of the community, it is very small.
The total amount of credit of all kinds, InclTiding
installment credit outstanding at a given time in this country,
<not counting funds borrowed for the purpose of reloaning, is
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very greatly in excess of $120,000,000,000 or $130,000,000,000.^
Automobiles stand far above all other commodities in
importance, accounting for approximately two per cent of the
installment debt outstanding at any given time, according to
Mr. C, G. Hanch, General Manager of the Fational Association
of Finance Companies.
Because of the importance usually attached to the charac¬
ter of the goods bought on installment plan by those inquiring
into the system, the follov/ing is a list of articles most














14. Improvement to Buildings
The basis for selecting these commodities as the prin¬
cipal ones in preference to others is the result of the
investigation of the Economic Policy Commission of the
American Bankers’ Association, which has not been published
but part of which has appeared in print in various places.
The result of an investigation by the Parmer’s Loan and Trust
^W. G. Plummer, 0£. Git., p. 8,
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Company of New York, likewise, concurs v/lth the finding above
mentioned.
It is apparent from the commodities listed above that
the first characteristic of commodities sold on the install¬
ment plan is the relative durability of the goods to be sold#
The essential characteristic of installment credit, so far as
the element of durability is concerned, consists in pa3rment
for the goods before utilization as compared with payment after
utilization,^
While durable commodities pioneered in the field of
installment buying and selling, all other commodities have
at one time or another fallen v/lthln the system.
Early in the history of installment buying it was con¬
sidered a system to be used by the poor and less fortunate
members of our society. At present, over one-foxirth of the
country’s approximately 24,915,000 non-relief consuming vinits
use the installment plan of purchasing.
Table 2 shows that of the 5,877,000 families who bought
on installment during the years 1955-1936, 71.8 per cent had
incomes of betv/een |750 and |2,500, In comparison, only 63.3
per cent of all non-relief families fell in this income range.
The percentage of installment buyers was largest in the class
betv/een |)1,750 and f2,000 where 31.9 per cent of the units
^Edwin R. A. Seligman, The Economics of Installment
Selling (New York, 1927), p.' '1^8,
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made use of the plan during the year. The Income class for
$2,000 to ;J2,500 v/as almost as heavy an Installment buyer
with 30.2 per cent. Each income class between $750 and
f1,750 and between $2,500 and 5,000 had a percentage of
between twenty and thirty per cent. Only at the extremes
did fewer than 20 per cent of the families buy on installments.
Although installment buying tends to cluster in the middle
income bracket, the quantitative importance is not small since
1,275,000 installment buyers (28.2 per cent of the total)
fell on either side of the f750 to f2,500 bracket.
TABLE 2
flUMBER OP NON-RELIEP FAMILIES, AND PEHCEITT USING
INSTALLIffiNT SALE (AS BJDIGATED BY A NET CHANGE IN










Per Gent of Non¬
relief Families
With Net Change
Under f 27OT ns
1 500 750 2,815 347 16.8
750 1,000 3,338 711 21.3
1,000 1,250 3,289 819 24.9
1,250 1,500 2,691 743 27.6
1,500 1,750 2,267 655 29.0
r,750 2,000 1,819 580 31.9
2,000 2,500 2,367 715 30.2
2,500 3,000 1,295 379 29,3
3,000 4,000 1,196 284 23.8
4,000 5,000 398 86 21.5
5,000 Over 797 119 15.0
All Levels 24,913 5,877 23.6
Source: B. Bernstein. The Pattern of Consumer Debt. 1935-
1936, National Bureau of Research, 1940, Table A-l, p. 124.
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Factors Contributing To The Growth Of Installment Buying
Many forces and agencies share the credit for building
up the present structure of installment buying. Reavis Cox,
Professor of Marketing, University of Pennsylvania, contends
that the factory system, the expansion of consumer incomes,
the money market, social attitudes toward consumer debts have
all been important factors in the growth of installment
buying.
The relative importance of these factors are clearly
stated by Reavls Cox as follows:
Individuals vary greatly in the emphasis they put
upon these factors. Students of money and credit tend
to emphasize the significance of newly developed financial
agencies. Critics who object to consumer debit or prin¬
ciple, or to efforts by the poor to imitate spending
habits of the rich, often stress the decay of such ’good
old fashioned virtues* as work and thrift. Optimists who
see the last century and a half as a period of continuing
progress look upon Installment buying as an ingenious
device that has made it possible for the bulk of the
population to share in the better life created by the
application of ’mass production' to consumer durables and
see in it the very thrift their antagonists see lost.
Whether anyone of these factors can properly be con¬
sidered a specific cause of the growth of installment
buying is doubtful. ...Correspondingly, one may doubt
whether installment buying is itself the specific cause
of anyone of these factors. They are all closely related
parts of a complicated social development in which the
American people expand their capacity to produce, directed
much of that expansion into consimier durables, and dis¬
tributed the product widely among themselves.
It seems, then, that no one factor is to be held respon¬
sible for tremendous growth of this controversial form of
19
credit known as installment buying, b\it in the T/ords of W. C.
Plummer: "It is generally agreed that the beginnings of the
recent expansion are to be found in the automobile business."
Since then, installment selling is very much today like that
of the past, it had been a common practice in this country
for over fifty years before the recent extension of it, (1915-
1920) and that there had been comparatively little expansion
in the system in all these years, we can point with a degree
of safety to the automobile industry, and the financial
structure through which it distributes its product to find a




THE NATURE AND METHOD OF INSTALLMENT CREDIT
The previous chapter discussed installment credit from
the point of its origin, growth, contributing factors and its
present day extent* It is the purpose of this chapter to
discuss the nature of installment credit, its method of
operation, and the financial relation between the consumer,
retailer, wholesaler or manufacturer, finance company or
banker.
Since the automobile business affords the chief example
of the methods practiced in installment buying and selling,
and owing to the magnitude of individual transactions and the
total volume of sales, the problems involved are exceedingly
complicated, the explanation to which this chapter shall
devote Itself shall come primarily for the automobile industry,
with the remark that what is true of the automobile industry
is true to a lesser degree of other forms of installment
buying and selling,^
The Relation of Installment Credit To Other Forms of CrAdit
It has been pointed out in the definition of installment
credit, that aside from a cash down-payment, which is usually
^Steiner and Shapiro, o£. cit*
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made at the time of the sale, the transaction is simply a
credit or deferred payment transaction in contrast to a cash
payment and does not differ in its natiire from any other
transaction. Some advocates of installment selling hold that
this scheme merely applies the credit principle to a once-
neglected field. It now enables the consumer to enjoy the
benefit of facilities which are available to large scale
buyers•
Installment Buying And The Sales Finance Company
The financial relation between consumer, retailer or
manufacturer, and banker as related to the Installment plan
can best be seen in the operation of the Sales Finance Company,
As Steiner and Shapiro point out:
The Sales Finance Company acts as intermediary between
the bank and the particular classes of borrowers whom the
bank hesitates to finance directly. In the capacity it
undertakes the necessary credit and supervisory work,
while it sells its own obligations to the bank in order
to obtain the fund v/hich it lends.,, •
The Sales Finance Company supplies funds chiefly to
move goods on a credit basis from manufacturer to retailer
and ultimately to the consTomer, It stands either between
manufacturer and dealer or especially, between dealer and
consumer. Thereby enabling the dealer to sell^^and the
constoner to buy goods on the installment plan,
Now, let us analyze this financial relation which may
exist between a consumer, retailer or v/holesaler, finance
company and the bank. What are the sources of their funds?
Steiner and Shapiro, o£, cit., p, 271,
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VJhat are the charges, and who pays them? Where is this credit
chain most likely to break? Who is caught short should the
chain break?
TABLE 3
AVERAGE COST PER MONTH OP MAKING AND CARRYING A PERSONAL


















# 30 #1.3256 1 .3021 |L. 6277 8.1190 1 20,06
50 1.3256 .5035 1.8291 5.47 33*43
100 1.3256 1.0071 2,3327 3.49 66.87
200 1,3256 2.0142 3*3398 2.50 133*75
•
300 1.3256 3.0214 4.3470
.. ..j.
2.71 200,61
aTI Investigation cost of $.4lQB plus ca.rrylng cost of
f.0971, irrespective of size.
b. Amounting to $1,5061 per cent of average balance out¬
standing,
c. These figures computed from a sample of loans of all
sizes paid renewed before being paid off,
Soxirce: R. A, Young, Personal Finance and Their Practices,
First of all, the oonsmer’s source of funds may take
any of the varying forms in which his abilities are employed.
When he seeks to spend his future earnings by installment .
purchasing, usually a contract is signed which permits the
seller to repossess the goods in event of defaults to collect
investigation fees, and carrying charges to cover all costs.
Table 3 shows the cost to the consumer for installment loans
of varying amounts.
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The retailer or dealer in order to supply the consumers
demhnd for goods bought on the installment plan often finds
his equity capital insufficient. If he is to continue his
business he must have more funds to replace the inventory
which is now in the hand of the consigner on the installment
plan. The source of these newly needed funds is usually the
sales finance company. The retailer or dealer often endorses
his consumers paper or contract and discounts them with the
sales finance company to obtain its funds for operation.
TABLE 4
PRINCIPAL SOURCES OP LOANS OP LEADING TYPES
OP SALES FINANCE COMPANIES, 1924-39
(Per cent of total sales)
National Regional Local
Companies Companies Companies
Short Long Equity Short Long Equity Short Long Equity
Year term term funds term term funds term term funds
debt debt debt debt debt debt
1924 68.1 — 22*9 52.8 — 36*9 52.7 — 33*0
1929 50*5 13*3 25*8 42*4 9*1 38*9 57*8 1*0 31*6
1932 14.7 18i2 52*6 20,3 9*7 55*9 38*4 1.3 51*6
1937 52.5 17.9 18.3 56*1 6*8 26*5 62.6 1.5 27*7
1939 41.5 16.9 23.6 38*9 5*1 37.8 57.2 5.1 32*2
Source: W. H. Steiner and Eli Shapiro, Money and Banking^
Henry Holt Company, New York, 1946, p. 273.
After the finance company has supplied funds for the
retailer or dealer, and the retailer or dealer have financed
the consumer, consideration must be given the source from
which the finance company secures its fiinds. Table 4 shows
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that the major soiorce of ftmds for the sales finance company
is the bank In the form of short terra indebtedness.
Finally, let us consider the relationship of the finance
company to the banking system as a whole:
In effect, the company transfers funds from the bank
to the various classes of borrowers, guaranteeing these
risks to the banking system and employing special credit
and collection mechanism to protect itself....
Local companies have almost no long-term debt out¬
standing. .the pattern varies with the course of the
business cycle....short term debt tends to be relatively
high in year of good business in 1929 and in 1937 it
was generally from 50 to 50 per cent. In the poor year,
1932, the proportion of funds obtained from short term
debt was much lower....
One of the most fortunate circumstances for the
finance business has been the fact that its bankers have
asked for more detailed information respecting its
operations than they have requested from any other line
of business. The banks have obtained sufficiently detail¬
ed information to show both, the quality of the paper and
the operating policies of the companies....as of October 1,
1937, finance company paper was made eligible for redis¬
count at federal bank.^
Now that the installment credit plan between the constimer,
dealer, sales finance company and the bank have been shown,
and the indication is clear that it is the bank that holds the
purse strings; where, then is this chain most likely to
break? Steiner and Shapiro say that:
So long as business continues active and employiient
is measurable full, the credit will liquidate. But if
business becomes badly depressed the credit will become
frozen. Such credit is more easy and leads many people
to incur debt without proper consideration, especially
when spurred on by short sighted and xmscrupulous




either directly or indirectly. The buyer out of a job
is unable to pay, and the chain of credit breaks. With
the banks ultimately ’’holding the bag” or the losses fall
on the working capital of business concerns. Hence,
installment credit may accentuate the business cycle, and
is at least potentially dangerous.^
Current Opinion On Installment Buying
^ It has been pointed out in Chapter I that installment
bhying and selling is today a highly controversial issue.
This statement is borne out by the following statements;
I am convinced—-says Charles F. Ronayn, that install¬
ment selling (except in a very limited field of productive
goods) is a fungus on our economic health as well as our
general psychology and philosophy of life. It is quite
possibly the greatest threat today to our stability. I
am by no means alone in this point of view. Leon Henderson,
Government Economist, is also of the belief that we have
gone far past the danger mark in Installment....even New
Deal Administrators are worried. Lewis H. Pierson, Vice-
President of the Irving Trust Company of New York, early
in July warned the financial world that credit expansion
ought to be tightened up,^
The statement above is almost in direct opposition to the
statement of Arthur J. Morris who says;
The argument against installment selling is old, and
does not stand under analysis. Why should only the business
man and the rich charge account customer have available
the convenience of credit buying while the poor and less
well-to-do are required to pay cahs? If the principle of
installment selling is wrong, then the principle of
selling on open accounts is still more wrong. The business
man borrows on credit quite as a matter of course....He also
borrows money on Interest to make purchases, and this is
regarded as sound and orthodox. Just why is the consiuner,
the ordinary man, debauched by credit buying while the
^Ibid., p. 272.
^Charles P. Rona3rn, ’’Mortgaging the Future for Dlsastor,”.
Ponm (November 13, 1937), p. 116.
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business man or the v/ell-to-do individual is not...
The argument that the huge column of installment credit
had anything to do with the 1929 crash is misleading....
The truth is that Installment purchases of 1929 to 1956
came to an astonishingly little shipv/reck, when you con¬
sider what the stock did to income and business. It is
notorious that installments were met valiantly and that
only a relatively minor proportion of repossessions
occured. Compared with the wide spread loss of homes and
farms, the loss goods bought on installment was quite
insignificant; yet the buying of homes on installment has -
always been regarded as not only wiser but also less risky.
TABLE 5
BAD-DEBT LOSSES ON INSTALLMENT SALES OP AUTOMOBILE DEA.LEBS,












®-Based on U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Coimerce, Retail Credit Survey (1930-
1940). Source: Reavis Cox, Economics of Installment Buying.
Extracted from Table 42, p. 2W7
Table 5 shows that installment payments were met very
v/ell and only a few repossessions were necessary. The loss
^Arthur J. Morris, "The Little Man Needs Creed," Forum,
November 13, 1937, p. 177,
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on installments for the twelve year period was negligible.
Milan V. Ayres, analyst for the National Association of
Sales Finance Companies recalls:
V/e often hear it said that buying on the installment
plan means mortgaging the future for present enjoyment.
It would be more fair to say that installment buying is
paying while using instead of paying in advance of use.
This would not be true if the things bought were to b e
immediately consumed.^ ¥/hat actually happens is analogous
to renting of a home.
A final opinion comes from Steiner and Shapiro who state:
A serious situation develops v/hen consumers are unable
to pay obligations previously Incurred and when they are
no longer able to buy their accustomed amoimts. Those v/ho
retain their jobs will, from motives of prudence, curtail
their purchases until the storm is over. Yet, it is just
when the storm is brev/ing that business needs their support.
Allied industries, in turn, suffer from the falling off in
this decline in demand for products whose manufacturers
they supply, and this decline makes for egonoraic instability
and serves to amplify the business cycle.
Milan V. Ayres, "Installment Selling and Finance Com¬
panies,” Annals of American Academy of Political and Social
Science, (March, 1938), pp. 121-129,
2
Steiner and Shapiro, o£, cit., p. 279,
CHAPTER IV
THE BUSINESS C1CLE
Even the most casual observer cannot fall to. notice that
business as a whole has its "ups and downs," its periods of
prosperity and depressions—times when most btisiness men are
making profits and are optimistic as to the future and other
times when even the strongest firms find it necessary to sail
close to the wind in order to avoid disaster that has already
engulfed the weakest. Careful observation seems to show that
there is a fairly regular sequence of events in businessj pros¬
perity is followed by crisis; the crisis in turn is followed
by a period of recovery, which paves the way for a renewal of
intense activity. It is this oscillating aspect of business
activity T/hich has given rise to the term "business cycle,"
The Origin Or First Appearance of Business Cycles
The fundamental roots of the business cycles may be rooted
in an era of man's first appearance: during this stage which
probably lasts 200,000 years, mankind appears not to have con¬
ceived the possibility of manipuiatlng nature or of exploiting
the earth’s resources, he was still at the mercy of natiire.
However, there were times of plenty, and times of scarcity.
However, the business cycle as we know it today seems to be
1
-of a comparatively modern origin.
^Constatine Panunzio, Major Social Institutions, The
Macmillan Company, (New York, 1946), p. 201.
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V/estley C. Mitchell says on this point;
Business cycles occur in communities having a dis¬
tinctively modem type of economic organization is
explicitly recognized by several writers and is implied
by all who trace these cycles to institutional factors of-
recent development. Even the theories which resort to
physical causes need not be taken to dessenting opinions.
Vi/hatever cycles occur in the weather produce cycles in
economic activities are organized upon a business basis.
It is not tintil the uses of money have reached an
advanced stage in a country that its economic vicissitudes
take on the character of business cycles.
This remark does not mean that the economic life of
communities with simpler organization is free from crisis,
or from alternations of good and bad times. On the con-
. trary, life seems to have been more precarious, economic
fortune from fluctuating in a medieval town than in a
modern city. But until a large part of a population is
living by getting and spending money Incomes, producing
wares on a considerable scale for wide markets, using
credit devices, organizing in business enterprises with
relatively few employers and many employees, the economic
fluctuation which occur do not have the characteristics
of business cycles.^
While it seems to be generally agreed that the cause of
the business cycle lies in the technological aspect of our
modern economic system, theorists are far from agreement as to
Just what these causes are.
Current Theories of Business Cycles
Currently, writers upon business cycles differ from one
another less in principle than in emphasis. It seems that
everyone who has studied the problem with care realizes that
many processes are involved in the alternations of prosperity
C. Mitchell, "Business Cycles, The Problem and Its
Setting," National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc,, (tJew
York, 1928), p. 61-75.
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and depression. But each investigator seems to have decided
the cause for himself. Following are current popular theories,
another exponent of business cycles:
1. Weather
W. Stanley Jevons and William Herschel, suggested
changes in sun-spots may effect the weather, hence
crops, and prices, and concludes that business cycles
are caused by solar cycles,
2. Capitalistic System of Production
The capitalistic or round about system of produc¬
tion is the primary cause of business cycles is the
contention of authors Spiethoff and D. R. Robertson.
3. Capital Investment
Capital equipment accumulated excessively, accom¬
panied by maldistribution of income, is responsible
for lapses from prosperity to depression according to
John A. Hobson and Togan - Baranowsky,
4. Money and Credit
The nature of the flow of money and credit, under
our present monetary system, is the element responsible
for the interruption of business prosperity is the
belief of R. G. Hawtrey, W. T. Poster, Waddill
Cetchings, and A. A. Hansen.
5. Accidents
Irving Fisher and Thorste in Veblew hold that a
specific disturbance, such as an unusual harvest.
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the discovery of new deposits, the outbreak of war,
invention, or other "accidents'* may disturb economic
equilibrium and set in motion a sequence which, how¬
ever, will not repeat itself unless another specific
disturbance occurs.
6. Psychological
Variation in the minds of the business community
(affected, of course by, specific economic distur¬
bances) are the dominating cause of the business
cycle, according to Ellsworth Huntington and M, B.
Hexter.^
It is evident from above listed theories that students of
business are aware of the "ups and downs" in economic activity
but disagree violently as to their cause. To prevent further
contrldlction and to keep the problem clearly in focus, the
business cycle as referred to in this study is defined below.
The Working Definition Of The Business Cycle
In defining the business cycle there are many points to
be clarified. What is the duration of the business cycle?
How violent must the fluctuation be in order not to be classi¬
fied as just another economic ripple? Is there a periodic
recurrence in the alternation of these periods of prosperity
A detail discussion of business cycle theories is made
by: Hansen, A. A. Business Cycle Theory, (New York, 1927).
Warren M, Persons, "Theories of Business Fluctuation," Quar¬
terly Journal of Economics, (November, 1926), pp, 94-128.
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and depression, and finally are smaller cycles within larger
cycles•
Wesley 0» Mitchell is very clear on these points as he
says:
Business cycles are a type of fluctuation found in the
aggregate economic activity of nations that organize their
work mainly in business enterprises; a cycle consists of
expansions occurlng about the same time in many economic
activities followed by similarly general recessions.
Although this rhythmatic contraction and expansion in
business activity is recurrent, it is not periodic; in
duration business cycles vary from more than one year to
ten or twelve years; they are not divisible into shorter
cycles of similar character with amplitudes approximating
their own.^
Divisibility is lacking in the cycle itself, but is
comprised of several phases. These phases range from two by
some writers to five by others. More often the cycle is
referred to as having four phases*
The Phases of Business Cycles
The different phases which recur in business activity
are sometimes treated as only two—depression and pros¬
perity. More often there are said to be three phases
which occur in the order of prosperity, crisis, depression,
but if the transition from prosperity to depression is
recognized as a separate phase, it seems logical to give
similar recognition to the transition from depression to
prosperity. Then v/e have a four phase cycle of prosperity,
crisis, depression, and revival or recovery.^
^Arthur P. Burns and V/esley C, Mitchell, Measuring
Business Cycles, IJatlonal Bureau of Economic Research, (New
York, 1946), p. 560*
^W. C. Mitchell, Business Cycles, The Problem and Its




C - Crisis phase
D - Depression phase
E - Base line on normal business activity
Chart I is designed for the purpose of analysis, v;ith
the intention of clarifying the four phases of the business
cycle. The base line or normal business activity line does
not exist in economic interpretation. It is apparent that
it is the most'abnormal point on the chart.
Recovery Phase, - The recovery phase of the business
usually refers to that stage of business activity v/here the
trend is no longer downward^ below the base line but has
reached its lowest point and is on its swing upward. This
period is characterized by Increased business activity, the
thawing out of credit, rising prices (but not general) and
general economic optimism. The period of recovery may give
way to prosperity.
Prosperity Phase. - As a result of the activity v/hich
was originated in the recovery phase, the prosperity phase of
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the cycle can be described as a period of intensive and
extensive business activity above the base line of normal
activity. Characteristics of the prosperity phase are:
increased demand, rising prices, new Investment in equipment,
easy bank credits, greater employment, high money wages, and
general over-optimism*
Sooner or later however, checks begin to appear. Wages
rise higher, competition for labor becomes keen, jobs become
less important. "The increase in the volume of bank loans
finally force the banks to curtail the volvune of new loans
and renewals.... and become more exacting in loan policy,^
Cost of production rises, the margin of profit begins to
disappear and as costs catch up with prices, the period of
prosperity nears to a close.
Crisis Phase. - As the period of prosperity draws to a
close, optimism turns to pessimism. Prices fall, production
is curtailed or postponed, bank credit begins to freeze, and
business men begin to liquidate their affairs in shortest
possible time. Unemployment increases, and the depression
is "just aroxmd the corner."
Depression Phase. - The period of crisis of rapid
liquidation and credit obligations is relatively short, usually
lasting no more than a few months at the most.
^P. R. Fairchild, E. S. Furniss and N. S. Buck, Elemen¬
tally Economics (New York, 1929), p. 506.
2Ibid., p. 514.
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The decline of prices continues during the depression,
wholesale prices and producers' equipment reach lower limits.
Labor is only partially employed. Bank interest rates decline.
Some firms are bankrupt. This activity continues lantll the
recovery phase sets in again.
As it may be seen, the fluctuations in our economy are
generally injurious to all concerned. It is this instability
in economic activity which economists have long sought to
rectify.
After having treated Installment credit in earlier
chapters and the business cycle in the latter, we are now
face to face with the problem of what Influence does the
former have upon the latter.
CHAPTER V
INFLUENCE OP INSTALLMENT BUYING UPON TPIE BUSINESS CYCLE
Of the various hroad economic problems raised by install¬
ment buying, its influence upon cyclical movements in general
business is the one that has received most attention recently
from professional economists.
One of the very complicating factors encotintered in
attempting to analyze the part played by Installment buying
upon the business cycle is the confusion of theories about
the business cycle Itself. It is impossible to accept any
one theory of the business cycle and proceed from that point
on to show the influence of a single factor, such‘as in
Installment buying, upon that cycle.
Supporting this view is a statement by a prominent
authority on business cycles, W. c. Mitchell*
By finding the causes of recurrent alternation of
expansion and contraction, investigators have hoped to
discover how contraction can be averted. The number and
diversity of the diagnoses and prescriptions offered, long,
a reproach to economics. They stem from the inability of
investigators to determine how adequately their own and
account for what happens dur-
Professor Reavls Cox, University of Pennsylvania, Director
of Research Project, Retail Credit Institute of America says:
The study of economic fluctuations has become a highly
^W. C. Mitchell, Economic Research and the Needs of the




specialized full time task for many research men. The
student whose principal interest lies elsewhere in economics
cannot compete....The best he can do is to give some descrip¬
tion of the fluctuation in the particular qualities of inter¬
est to him, point how they grow out of and contribute to
other economic fluctuations.
Economists disagree sharply among themselves concerning
the importance of installment buying as a factor making for
economic stability. Hugent, Merrian, and Robinson, for
example, call its Influence ”Increasingly powerful," "highly
important," "a powerful stimulant"; and if not, "the dominant
cause" of economic fluctuation at least "an Important con¬
tributing cause." On the other hand. Miss Reid finds the
likelihood "very slight" that installment credit has an
inflationary effect, and Moulton reports that in a compre¬
hensive study of the preceeding depression, published in 1937,
the Brookings Institute did not even list installment credit
2
as a factor of instability in 1929.
The influence of installment buying upon economic flu¬
ctuations is far from being settled. However, as we shall
see, the weight of evidence indicates that installment buying
^R. Nugent, Consumer Credit and Economic Stability, p. 19;
M. L. Merrian. (Installment Credit: A Business Stabilizer or
Financial Hazard?) National Furniture Review (April, 1938),
p. 69 •
2
Reavis Cox, Economics of Installment Buying, Roswald
Press, (New York, 194&), p.' 4l5.
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plays a relatively small part.
The tables which were cited in the earlier sections of
this study make it plain that at least between 1929 and 1941
Installment buying fluctuated widely in sympathy with the ebb
and flow of general business. Table 1, for instance, shows
the aggregate volume of sales on installment, in relation to
open book credit and cash sales. Not only is it clear that
total retail sales fluctuated during the period, but it is
also indicated that installment sales represented less than
8^ per cent of total retail sales during the period. Chart II
shov/s the aggregate installment credit outstanding during the
period of 1929-1946. This information clears two points,
first, that late liquidation approximately equals the late
of issue of installment credit; second, the fact is reaffirmed
that installment credit does not Influence the direction of
broad business trend but moves in harmony with it.- Chart II
also shows that during the eighteen year period from 1929-
1946 the monthly and yearly total retail sales follov;ed the
general business tempo of the times. Chart II has added
significance when in retrospect we observe the volume of
installment sales in the' outstanding period of depressions
and booms such as 1929, 1933, 1937, and the early forties.
However, we shall see later that installment buying
may extend the amplitudes or turning points of the business
cycle*
CHART 'II
TOTAL CONSUMER INSTALLMENT CREDIT OUTSTANDING
1929 - 1947
CHART II
TOTAL CONSUMER INSTALLMENT CREDIT OUTSTANDING
1929 - 1947
(Continued)




INDEXES Of ANNEAL INSTAIIilENT AND CAS? SALES ON NEN PASSENOER AUTOMOBILES
1928-X940 (Arerage for Period Equals 100)
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Chart III shows that during the period 1928-1940 there
is a positive correlation between the trend of cash retail
sales and sales made on the installment. It likewise illus¬
trates the point that Installment sales may extend the peak,
troughs and amplitudes of the business cycle.
Therefore it is clear that: -
1. Installment credit represents only a small proportion
of total credit, and still a smaller proportion of
total retail sales.
2. That installment credit in nature la the same as
any other credit.
3. That installment credit when restricted moves with
the general business trend.
4. The institutions through which installment credit
flows is highly sensitive to economic conditions.
5. Cyclical movement was present in the economy before
the extension of installment credit to the consumer:
It stands that installment credit can conceivably
contribute simply to lengthening, shortening or
making greater the amplitude of the swings between
the peaks, the booms, and the thought of depressions.
In an attempt to clarify this point. Installment
credit may be viewed from each phase of the business
cycle.
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Installment Buying and Prosperity
A particular way in which credit has operated to influ¬
ence business conditions is through its effect on the general
level of prices* An increase in the volume of credit relative
to goods produced will tend to cause a rise in the general
level or a fall in its reciprocal the value of the dollar.
It is also an orthodox view that a rising price level tempo¬
rarily stimulates trade, bringing on prosperity. During this
period demand is great, consumers continue to buy, retailers
are anxious to sell, and the banker is willing to lend. The
extent to which consumers purchase durable goods beyond the
present income, and current open accoxmts represent the
additional height of the general business peak.
Installment Buying And The Crisis
V/hen the general business trend is no longer upward and
begins to take a down trend, the cycle has reached its crisis.
At this point general liquidation takes place. Prices
begin to fall, credit tightens, unemployment increases, and
laboring txnder the additional burden installment credit,
recession is hastened.
Installment Buying And Depression
Once the tide has turned it only is obvious the higher
the peak has risen from its base the further it will have to
fall. During this period, consimers burdened with the
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additional debt of installment buying accu?nulated in the
period of prosperity, must first, clear up their back log of
old debts before these new elements may become effective. To
this extent the depression is prolonged.
Installment Buying And Recovery
When the period of recovery comes, the Installment buyers
will be making back payments Instead of buying new goods.
This is taken to be a tenable position under given fact.
On the other hand, there is the possibility that new
extensions of credit will be granted in the latter part of
the depression period v/hich will stimulate credit and hasten
recovery. In case of the former, recovery will be retarded*
CHAPTER VI
SXJMTrlARY
Prom the previous chapters, we have seen the spot light
throvm upon installment buying and the business cycle. Prom
an examination of the facts, both historical and current, it
has been pointed out how the former influences the latter.
In pointing out the significance of the study, it has
been stated in Chapter I that"there is no topic in modem
economic life which has given rise to a wider variety of
opinion than installment buying,"
In stating the purpose of the study, it has been made
clear that installment credit is admittedly only one of the
many factors to be considered in an effort to isolate influ¬
ences on the business cycle.
Of the various types of installment credit, this study
has been primarily concerned with consumer credit, for it is
in the field of consumer credit where most of the controversy
has arisen.
Chapters II and III have been devoted entirely to install¬
ment buying - its origin growth, present extent, nature and
method. It was cited that Installment buying and selling in
the sense of making a final liquidation through the method
of successive fractional payments is both old and new. It is
old in that it has been used in both public and private trans¬
actions for over a century and a half. It is comparatively
new only in the sense that it has been applied on a large
45
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scale in recent years to certain consigner durable goods. The
precise date of its origin is difficult to fix; however various
sources indicate that it is of European origin dating back
over a period of more than one-hundred-fifty years. Install¬
ment buying was introduced in this country in 1807 by the new
foxmder of Cowperwalt and Sons upon the suggestion of a lady
from Paris. Installment selling spreaded rapidly over this
country, but it was not until it was introduced to the auto¬
mobile industry in 1915 that it received its greatest growth.
Because installment selling and buying has experienced
its greatest growth in the automobile industry, because it
has been in this industry that special machinery has been set
up to facilitate consumer credit, because adequate records are
available, and because automobile sales are an index to gen¬
eral business conditions, the automobile industry is a
criteria for an analysis in this study. The assumption has
been that what is true in the automobile industry is true to
a lesser degree in other fields. This assumption is supported
by Chart I.
The business cycle and the origin of the term were dis¬
cussed in Chapter IV. It was concluded that business cycles
occured first in communities having a distinctly modern type
of economic organization. In an effort to distinguish business
cycles from various economic fluctuations, the working defi¬
nition stated by W. C. Mitchell and approved by the National
Bureau of Economic Research was applied.
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It Y/as pointed out that theorists are not in accord as to
cause of business cycles. It was concluded hov/ever, that the
cause lies in the technological aspect of our modern economic
system. The business cycle passes through four phases: revival,
prosperity, crisis, and depression. When general business
conditions are in the revival phase, installment buying may
act as a catalytical agent to Influence the tempo of the revival;
likewise during the phase of prosperity, installment buying is
influential in extending the normal prosperity, beyond what
would be its normal peak. On the other hand, during the crisis
phase, installment debt may retard or prevent liquidation on
the part of businesses and aid in hastening the depression.
Once depression is reached it may be prolonged by the extent
of outstanding consumer Installment debt.
An analysis of Chart I and Table I in Chapter IV indicates
the overall influence of installment buying upon the business
cycle is negligible.
Conclusions reached were that installment credit increases
the purchasing power of the consumer beyond his present income.
This Increase, when taken in the aggregate, is reflected pro-
noimcely in the peak - the highest point in the upside of the
cycle - and in the trough - the lowest point in the down swing
of the cycle.
In view of the facts that;
1- Business cycles were apparent in the economy before
the introduction of installment credit to the consumer.
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2- Installtaent buying follows the general trend of
business conditions,
3- Installment buying represents less than thirteen per
cent of total sales,
4- Installment credit differs very little from any other
form of credit,
it has been concluded that the amount of credit extended on
installment purchases may beiian issue in the minds of many,
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